PH315 – Winter 2017

Instructor: Ethan Minot

Measuring Planck’s Constant: Part 1
1. Goals:
・Characterize the wavelengths of light emitted from the wavelength-selectable LED
(this lab, Part 1)
・Find the energy of each photon emitted by the wavelength-selectable LED (Part 2).
・Calculate Planck’s constant
・Write a lab report that combines part 1 and 2. Follow best practices for reporting
the results of a physics experiment (see homework 5).

Equipment:
White board, white board pens, ruler, tape.
Variable resistor
9 V power supply
4 jumper wires
A diffraction grating with 1000 slits per millimeter
Glass slide with a slit
An LED that can switch between red, green and cyan.
A prototyping breadboard
Cautions:
Preserve the battery
– don’t short-circuit the red wire to the black wire!
– unplug the battery when no light is needed
Preserve the LED
– pay attention to polarity of the LED (+ and -)
– don’t put 9 Volts directly onto the LED, the variable resistor is there to
protect the LED.
Preserve the diffraction grating
– The microscopic lines on the diffraction grating get ruined by fingers
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Building the circuit:
This is the circuit you need to build:

The prototyping breadboard is a convenient way to connect electronics without
using crimps, twists, or molten metal. Each hole in the breadboard is electrically
connected to a several other holes, as shown in the wiring diagram below.

Connect the long red strip on the left side to the + terminal of your battery.
Connect the long blue strip on the right side to the – terminal of your battery.
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Changing the LED color:
One jumper always stays in the same place (row 18 in this photo). This fixed jumper
goes to the negative terminal of the battery. The other jumper is used to select the
color.

Measuring the wavelength:
Use a slit to collimate the light coming out of the LED.
Find the angle at which the first-order diffraction peak is deflected by the diffraction
grating.
Figure out how to make the angle measurement reproducible. Each member of your
team should be able to measure a similar angle.
For each color of light, make at least three measurements of the first-order
diffraction peak angle. Even if the color is the same, you will measure a slightly
different angle because no measurement is “perfect”. The spread in your
measurements will help you determine experimental uncertainty.
Keep notes about your methods and your data.
Guidance on the lab write-up
The Homework 5 link on the class website includes
• An example lab-write up
• A document that describes ways to report measurement uncertainty
• The grading rubric for the lab report
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